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We know that CodeGear's RAD Studio 2007 will be a killer release for Win32 and.NET development. The tool is promising to
be the fastest IDE around. That is, until Compuware's product DreamWeaver, which is rapidly approaching version 8, also has
Win32 and.NET 2.0 abilities. Also, when CodeGear released RAD Studio 2007, they encouraged developers to try out RAD
Studio 2005 and 2006 for the iPhone, iPod Touch, and Mac platforms. However, developers who have already invested in their
RAD Studio 2006 IDE should not have to pay again to upgrade to version 2007. However, a few developers have purchased the
version 2006 upgrade to RAD Studio 2007. While the cost is just $200, it is possible that some development tools might not be
compatible with the new 2007. DreamWeaver 7 DreamWeaver 7 is the latest version of Compuware's editor. It's now better and
faster than ever before. The good thing about the new DreamWeaver 7 is that it includes Win32 programming as well as Apple
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iMac and Apple OS X versions. Win32 support means that users will now be able to build Win32 applications and webpages, as
well as migrate existing Win32 code to DreamWeaver 7. But DreamWeaver is not just a code editor. It has many great design
and web-page tools such as the page designer, code inspector, and HTML editors. The major upgrade in DreamWeaver 7 is its
speed. The program has been optimized to go fast. It comes with a 64-bit runtime and the 64-bit version of DreamWeaver's
Visual Page Editor is also bundled. It's the fastest visual page editing experience on the market, according to Compuware.
DreamWeaver 7 is a great addition to the DreamWeaver line. It should encourage developers to begin working with.NET 2.0.
iTunes 10 iTunes is the leading media management software and music player. However, it's about to get much better. The latest
version of Apple's media manager will be a major upgrade for many users. It has new features such as syncing music from the
iTunes Music Store, free updates, streaming music, and more. The most exciting news is that Apple will soon open its iTunes
Music Store to third-party music retailers like Amazon. So, even if you don't want to use Apple's f3e1b3768c
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